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Part I
It’s 10:00 o’clock in the morning. Do you know where your employees are? Ten years ago the question would
have been easy to answer; but not necessarily so today. Thanks to the Internet and new mobile solutions, a
workforce is emerging with the freedom to take its work away from the office without sacrificing communication or
expanding the company’s budget. With the ability to send/receive email anywhere or conference via a
smartphone, laptop or iPad, and with free/small charge Wi-Fi access points everywhere, employees no longer
need to go into the office.
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Small to medium businesses continue to embrace the mobile workforce. A recent Plantronics survey of over 250
small and medium businesses in the Spiceworks IT Pro Community indicated that 81 percent of their employees
are working remotely, at least some of the time. Remote can mean a number of things – working from home, on
the road, at a local coffee shop or even at the neighborhood park.
What’s even more significant is that small and medium businesses are on their way to adopting unified
communications (UC) solutions so that their employees can be more effective both inside the company out.
Over 50 percent of survey respondents said that they are employing web and video conferencing to enable
workers wherever they are to easily stay connected to each other.
Survey participants said that unified communications gives them the advantage to interact with customers and
prospects as effectively as larger organizations. They can deliver excellent and differentiated customer service
while enhancing productivity, efficiency and collaboration among their increasingly mobile and dispersed
- Alert) headset users
workforce. As an example, with the Microsoft UC Lync platform and a Plantronics (News
can communicate comfortably and confidently regardless of location.
- Alert) Web.Alive), an immersive web environment that
Using AvayaLive Engage (formerly Avaya (News
supports any collaborative-style meetings from one-on-one conversations to group brainstorms, users can
collaborate and interact online as if they were actually together by using personalized avatars. With Cisco Webex,
users can meet online face to face, anywhere, anytime, even on the go. A Plantronics headset adds simplicity,
crystal clear audio and rich functionality to both of these collaborative solutions.
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When there’s a need to conference with a customer and one or even several employees who are out of the
office, unified communications lets users launch an audio conference from their smartphone with simplicity and
speed. A Plantronics headset such as the Voyager Pro UC, BlackwireC420 or SAVI 740 solves the need for high
quality audio.
There are other ways UC solutions for SMBs can strengthen the customer connection. A Find Me/Follow Me virtual
phone number combined with unified communications can send voice message to email for playing right from an
inbox and for listening with a headset. Find Me/Follow Me with instant messaging sends a text alert about a call.
Presence indicates where someone is and how best to get in touch, and even can connect users by phone, text,
email or instant message.
By streaming communication into one channel and making it easier for customers to get in touch, unified
communications means business.
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